ABSTRACT Dipole antenna elements whose physical length L is greater than or equal to one-tenth of the wavelength λ are generally denoted as long dipoles. Such radiators are more useful in practical polarization sensitive arrays (PSAs) for electromagnetic sensing applications because their radiation efficiency is greater than that of short dipole radiators for which L < λ /10. Thus, research focused on estimating the parameters of unknown electromagnetic sources using long dipoles has attracted considerable attention from numerous researchers in recent years. However, the development of PSAs and algorithms for this purpose remains in its infancy. In this paper, we propose a PSA composed of five spatially non-collocated long dipoles in a centrosymmetric configuration and apply an algorithm based on the vector cross product for estimating the 2-D direction of arrival (2D-DOA) and polarization parameters of unknown electromagnetic sources. First, the time-domain rotational invariance of the received data facilitates the use of the ESPRIT algorithm for estimating the steering vector. Second, the relationships between the entries of the steering vector are employed to obtain highly accurate, albeit cyclically ambiguous estimates of the directional cosines of the x-and y-axes. Then, the coarse 2D-DOA parameter estimation is conducted using the vector cross product algorithm. Finally, the course 2D-DOA parameter estimations are employed as a reference to obtain a set of highly accurate and unambiguous directional cosine estimates from the previously determined set of cyclically ambiguous estimates. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is verified by the simulation results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Compared with scalar arrays (SAs), polarization sensitive arrays (PSAs) can provide polarization-related information, making the performance of PSAs in electromagnetic sensing applications better than that of SAs [1] . Therefore, the application of PSAs for estimating the parameters of electromagnetic sources has attracted wide attention. A number of effective algorithms have been developed for conducting parameter estimation using PSAs, such as the vector cross product algorithm [2] - [4] , multiple signal classification (MUSIC) algorithm [5] - [9] , estimating
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signal parameters via rotational invariance techniques (ESPRIT) algorithm [10] - [13] , maximum likelihood (ML) algorithm [14] , [15] , polarization smoothing (PS) algorithm [16] - [19] , compressed sensing technology [20] - [24] , the tensor-based algorithm [25] , and the quaternion-based algorithm [26] and so on. Actually, the elements of PSA are composed of electric-dipoles and magnetic-loops. To estimate effectively the parameters of the source, it needs at least three spatially collocated dipoles or loops [27] . However, the mutual coupling of a spatially collocated structure is strong, and its hardware cost is high. Therefore, the study of PSA-based parameter estimation approaches using spatially non-collocated array elements is of great practical significance. If, the three dipoles are spatially separated, the phase shift factor will be introduced in the steering vector. This factor can be eliminated by including at least one additional array element in the separated structure. For example, a parameter estimation algorithm has been proposed for a PSA composed of four or five non-collocated array elements [28] . In addition, a PSA composed of five spatially non-collocated array elements in a centrosymmetric configuration has been constructed, and a vector cross product algorithm was proposed for conducting parameter estimation [29] .
While past research has laid a solid foundation for parameter estimation using PSAs with spatially non-collocated array elements, their elements are assumed to be ''short'' electric-dipole (its length is less than 0.1λ, where λ denotes wavelength) or ''small'' magnetic loop (its radius is less than 0.0159λ). However, the radiation efficiency of such ''short'' dipoles or small loops is very low [30] , [31] . In contrast, the radiation efficiency of ''long'' dipoles (''large'' magnetic-loop) is much higher than that of the ''short'' electric dipole (''small'' magnetic loop), which makes them more practical for use in electromagnetic sensing applications. While an effective parameter estimation algorithm has been developed for use in conjunction with a PSA employing array elements with relatively large L or r [30] , [31] , the PSA adopted a spatially collocated array structure. Therefore, the proposed algorithm requires prior knowledge of polarization information. To address this issue, the present work proposes the application of a PSA composed of five spatially non-collocated dipoles with relatively large L in a centrosymmetric configuration, and adopts the vector cross product algorithm for estimating the two-dimensional (2D) direction of arrival (2D-DOA) and polarization parameters of electromagnetic sources. To authors' best knowledge, this represents the first application of its kind. The proposed approach has the following advantages: (a) a priori knowledge of polarization information is not required; (b) the dipole positions in the proposed PSA structure can be placed arbitrarily as long as the necessary symmetry condition is satisfied; (c) the spatially non-collocated array structure is conducive toward reducing the mutual coupling and the hardware cost of the PSA.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II establishes a signal model appropriate to the proposed PSA composed of five spatially non-collocated dipoles with relatively large L. Subsequently, we refer to this PSA structure as a spatially non-collocated long dipole quintuple (SNCLDQ) array. Section III presents the 2D-DOA and polarization parameter estimation algorithm based on the vector cross product. The results of simulations are presented in Section IV to verify the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Section V concludes the paper.
II. SIGNAL MODEL
A generalized configuration of the proposed SNCLDQ array is established and illustrated in Fig. 1 . Here, all dipole antenna elements are of length L, and L ≥ λ/10. In the figure, a dipole antenna element denoted as E z is located at the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system and is oriented in parallel with FIGURE 1. Polarization sensitive array (PSA) composed of five spatially non-collocated dipoles with a large physical length L relative to the wavelength (i.e., the SNCLDQ array) in a centrosymmetric configuration.
the z-axis. The two dipoles denoted as E x1 and E x2 are placed symmetrically with respect to E z and are oriented in parallel with the x-axis. The centroid coordinates of E x1 and E x2 are (x ex , y ex , z ex ) and (−x ex , −y ex , −z ex ), respectively. The two dipoles denoted as E y1 and E y2 are also placed symmetrically with respect to E z and are oriented in parallel with the y-axis. The centroid coordinates of E y1 and E y2 are (x ey , y ey , z ey ) and (−x ey , −y ey , −z ey ), respectively. The variables θ ∈ [0, π] and ϕ ∈ [0, 2π ) denote elevation angle and azimuth angle, respectively. The steering vector of the SNCLDQ array can be expressed as follows [28] , [30] 
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where γ ∈ [0, π/2] and η ∈ [−π, π] refer to the auxiliary polarization angle and the polarization phase difference, respectively, denotes the Hadamard product, and the terms u, v, and w = cos θ represent the directional cosines of the x, y, and z axes, respectively. We further define the steering vector b as follows
It is assumed that a total of K signals impinge upon the proposed array, and the kth signal can be expressed as
where P k , f k , and ϕ k denote the power, carrier frequency, and initial phase of the kth signal, respectively. Thus, the received signal data can be expressed as follows
denotes the array manifold, and n(t) denotes added Gaussian white noise.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The general process of the proposed algorithm for conducting the unambiguous estimation of the 2D-DOA and polarization parameters of electromagnetic signals with high accuracy using the SNCLDQ array can be given as follows. First, a(θ , ϕ, γ , η) is estimated by the ESPRIT algorithm [2] according to the rotational invariance of the received signal data in the time domain. Second, the relationships between the elements in a(θ , ϕ, γ , η) are employed to obtain highly accurate, albeit cyclically ambiguous, estimations of the directional cosines for the x and y axes. Third, the vector cross product algorithm [3] is employed to conduct coarse 2D-DOA estimation. Finally, the coarse estimation results are employed to select a set of highly accurate and unambiguous directional cosine estimates from the set containing the cyclically ambiguous estimates.
A. STEERING VECTOR ESTIMATION BASED ON THE ESPRIT ALGORITHM
A sampled time-series set composed of M discrete received signal data can be expressed as
After a delay of T , X 1 is transformed into the following time-series set
Combining (13) and (14) yields the following
It is easily demonstrated that the first five rows of X and the last five rows of X satisfy rotational invariance. Therefore, the steering vector can be estimated by employing the ESPRIT algorithm to estimate the matrix . The following are specific procedures. The covariance matrix of X 1 and X 2 can be calculated as follows
where E {·} denotes expectation, and (·) H denotes conjugate transpose. The signal subspace (marked with E S1 and E S2 , respectively) can be obtained from the eigen-value decomposition of R X 1 X 1 and R X 2 X 2
where the matrix T is a unique non-singular matrix. According to equations (20) and (21), we have
Applying the least squares (LS) algorithm [32] yields
where (·) + denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse. An eigenvalue decomposition of the matrix E + S1 E S2 yields the estimations of T and , which are denoted asT andˆ , respectively. The estimation of A (i.e., Â) can then be calculated aŝ
whereâ k represents the estimation of a( 
According to equations (25) and (26), the following equations can be derived
Moreover, it should be noted that the following equation is always correct
Thus we can get the solution of u and v (marked witĥ u fine andv fine ) according to equations (27)- (29) . When the inter-element spacing parameter d is larger than λ/2, these estimated values of direction cosine will be cyclically ambiguous, which is demonstrated as followŝ
Here, the · operator returns the smallest integer greater than its argument, and the · operator returns the largest integer less than its argument. As such, this process generates a set of n 1 × n 2 cyclically ambiguous estimations.
C. COARSE 2D-DOA ESTIMATION BASED ON THE VECTOR CROSS PRODUCT ALGORITHM
After getting the estimated steering vectorâ, the following two vectors are constructed
whereâ(i) denotes the ith entry ofâ, and the symbol [·]
T denotes transpose operator. The cross-multiplication between g and h * can be calculated 
According to (34), the four parameters θ , ϕ, γ , and η must be estimated, which can be conducted using four-dimensional (4D) search as follows arg min
Here, |·| F represents the Frobenius norm. However, because the 4D search process suffers from high computational complexity, we first reduce the computational complexity by eliminating the polarization parameter arg max
This yields a 2D search process with which we can obtain coarse estimations of θ and ϕ, which are denoted asθ andφ, respectively, for conducting coarse 2D-DOA estimation. Accordingly, the coarse directional cosine estimation for the x and y axes can be calculated respectively as followŝ
v coarse = sinθ sinφ (38) Based on the estimated 2D-DOA, the polarization parameter can be derived as follows
where Im (·) denotes the imaginary part of a complex number.
D. DISAMBIGUATION ALGORITHM
The coarse 2D-DOA estimation results are then applied as reference values for selecting a set of highly accurate and unambiguous directional cosine estimates from the set of ambiguous estimates. This is conducted by first defining the following highly accurate and unambiguous directional cosines for the x and y axes, respectively.
These terms are then applied to obtain highly accurate and unambiguous 2D-DOA parameter estimations as follows
Then, the polarization parameter estimations can be updated by substituting θ fine and ϕ fine into (39)-(41). For clarity, the main steps of the proposed algorithm are given as follows.
Step 1. The 5 × 1 steering vector is estimated using the ESPRIT algorithm.
Step 2. A set of n 1 × n 2 highly accurate and cyclically ambiguous directional cosines for the x and y axes are derived according to the relationship between the entries of the steering vector. Step 3. Two special 3×1 vectors are constructed according to the 5 × 1 steering vector estimated in Step 1. The coarse 2D-DOA parameter estimation values are obtained by the vector cross product algorithm, and then the coarse directional cosine estimates for the x and y axes are deduced.
Step 4. The coarse directional cosine estimates are employed as references for selecting a set of highly accurate and unambiguous directional cosine estimates from the n 1 × n 2 set of cyclically ambiguous directional cosine estimates.
Step 5. The unambiguous directional cosine estimations are employed for 2D-DOA parameter estimation according to (44) and (45), and the polarization parameters are estimated according to (39)-(41).
The computational complexity of this algorithm is mainly concentrated on the ESPRIT algorithm of III-A and the two-dimensional search of (36) of III-C. The calculation of two covariance matrices ((18) and (19)) requires O {2 × 25M } times complex multiplication, two times of eigenvalue decompositions require O 2 × 5 3 times complex multiplication, and non-singular matrices T require O 20K 2 + (2K ) 3 + K 3 times of multiplication. These are the main computational costs of ESPRIT algorithm. In addition, formula (36) requires two-dimensional search, where exhaustive method is used. Assuming that the search numbers for azimuth and elevation angles are K 1 and K 2 , then the computational complexity is O {K 1 K 2 }. The total computational complexity of the algorithm in this paper is
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In the simulations, it is assumed that two signals (signals 1 and 2) impinge upon the proposed SNCLDQ array. Their respective signal parameters are denoted by subscripts 1 and 2 as follows: The RMSE of elevation angle θ and azimuth angle ϕ are defined as follows where Q is the number of Monte Carlo simulation, θ k,q and θ k,q denote the estimated elevation angle and real elevation angle of kth target in the qth Monte Carlo simulation respectively. Similarly,φ k,q and φ k,q denote the estimated azimuth angle and real azimuth angle respectively. We also evaluated the corresponding Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) values obtained for the individual parameter variations, which are derived in the appendix. Unless otherwise specified, the standard parameters employed in all simulations were SNR = 10 dB, M = 400, d = 10λ, and L = 0.6λ. The results in each case are presented as follows.
A. 2D-DOA AND POLARIZATION PARAMETER ESTIMATION
We first evaluated the 2D-DOA and polarization parameter estimation results obtained with the standard parameters given above. Figs. 2(a) and (b) present the 2D-DOA and polarization parameter estimation results, respectively, which were obtained for signal 1 (green) and signal 2 (blue) from 100 Monte Carlo experiments. The results indicate that the estimated angles and polarization parameters are nearly equivalent to the actual values.
B. RMSE OF 2D-DOA AND POLARIZATION PARAMETER ESTIMATION VERSUS THE SNR
The RMSE values in the estimations of θ , ϕ, γ , and η obtained while varying the SNR in the range of −10 dB to 30 dB in intervals of 5 dB are given in Fig. 3 . The results indicate that the RMSE decreases linearly with increasing SNR. Moreover, the RMSE of parameter estimation is close to the CRB, which is derived in the appendix.
C. RMSE OF 2D-DOA AND POLARIZATION PARAMETER ESTIMATION VERSUS M
This simulation will explore the trend of RMSE along with the number of snapshots. It is assumed that the number of snapshots varies from 100 to 1000, the interval is 100. Other conditions are the same as that of the simulation 1. Fig. 4 shows the trend of RMSE changing with the number of snapshots. According to Fig. 4 , we can draw a conclusion similar to the second simulation. It is noteworthy that RMSE decreases linearly with the increase of SNR, while RMSE decreases more gently with the increase of snapshots.
D. RMSE OF 2D-DOA AND POLARIZATION PARAMETER ESTIMATION VERSUS D
The RMSE values in the estimations of θ, ϕ, γ , and η obtained while varying the value of d from 1λ to 100λ in intervals of 1λ are given in Fig. 5 . The results indicate that, while the RMSE values of θand ϕ estimation decrease with the increasing d, the RMSE values of γ and η are stable for d values greater than about 20λ and 7λ, respectively. However, we note that VOLUME 7, 2019 the RMSE values of γ and η deviate substantially from their CRB values.
E. RMSE OF 2D-DOA AND POLARIZATION PARAMETER ESTIMATION VERSUS L
The RMSE values in the estimations of θ , ϕ, γ , and η obtained while varying the value of L from 0.1λ to 0.8λ in intervals of 0.1λ are given in Fig. 6 . The results indicate that the RMSE values of parameter estimation uniformly decrease with increasing L.
The above simulation results indicate that the proposed approach can effectively estimate the parameters of unknown signals with RMSE values that are close to their corresponding CRB values.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a 2D-DOA and polarization estimation algorithm in conjunction with the SNCLDQ array. The ESPRIT and vector cross product algorithms are employed for conducting highly accurate and unambiguous parameter estimation based on the sampling of signals received from the SNCLDQ array. The effectiveness of the proposed approach was verified by simulation studies. The proposed approach requires no prior knowledge of polarization information, the dipole positions in the proposed PSA structure can be placed arbitrarily as long as the necessary symmetry condition is satisfied, and the spatially non-collocated array structure is conducive toward reducing the mutual coupling and the hardware cost of the PSA compared with spatially collocated array structures.
APPENDIX DERIVATION OF THE CRAMER-RAO BOUND
Signal model (12) indicates that four parameters
The Fisher information matrix can be expressed as
It is assumed that the sampling frequency is f s , and the received data set consisting of M elements is expressed as
Then, the mean u of y is expressed as
where
Here, the symbol ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, and f k = f k /f s denotes the normalized frequency. The elements of J can be expressed as follows [33] J hk (i, j) = 2Re
Here, R = σ 2 n I 5M represents the variance of y, and (52) can be rewritten as follows
Here, Re (·) denotes the real part of a complex number. We then respectively define
k , k , t k , and k for convenience. As can be seen from (55), all the elements of J are known if the partial derivatives of the steering vector a k with respect to θ k , φ k , γ k , and η k are given.
The partial derivative of a k with respect to θ k is expressed as follows
The partial derivative of the steering vector with respect to φ k is expressed as follows The partial derivative of the steering vector with respect to γ k is expressed as follows
∂ k ∂γ k = cos γ e jη − sin γ
The partial derivative of the steering vector with respect to η k is expressed as follows
Therefore, J can be obtained by substituting (56), (72), (86), and (88) into (54) to determine the following CRB of the four parameters {θ k , φ k , γ k , η k }. 
